Paize Keulemans toward the end of The Three Knights and the Five Gallants (San xia wu yi 三俠五義), one of the more popular martial arts novels published in the nineteenth century, two young heroes put on an elaborate act of cross-dressing.
hold your fire! Waddaya (what are you) shootin' for? uz (us)'re comin' on invite. us two brothers 'ave bo'ath (both) come with fish for the lord. officials don't beat those carrying gifts, do they? So waddaya shootin' for?
Zhu dala ba, ni fang ma(ma) jian xia, nan (an) paize keulemans fooled by Zhi hua's stellar performance of their native dialect, the two guards take the heroes to be two of their own and grant them access to the stronghold.
in the scene from The Three Knights quoted above, two aspects draw our attention. The first is the great lengths to which the printed text goes to impress upon the reader the sounds of dialect speech. as illustration 1, from the first printed edition of The Three Knights, shows, the novel registers the sound of dialect speech by printing certain words twice, one character to register the sound of the character's accent and once to offer the reader the appropriate meaning as well as sound. for instance, before the character 俺 (pronounced an), a personal pronoun meaning "we" (itself a word already "vulgar" in tone), the text prints 難 (pronounced nan). "Both" is printed first as 斗 (dou, third tone), only then as 都 (dou, first tone). The final particle ma is similarly printed twice, first with the second tone 麻, and next with the toneless 嗎. The result of the paratextual device of double printing is a remarkable sonic feat: even though faced with the silent pages of a text, the reader can imagine the sounds of hubei dialect.
The second striking aspect of this scene is the highly self-conscious way in which it captures the sound of dialect speech. after all, the scene quoted above does not simply depict a hubei fisherman speaking his own dialect, but rather a clever martial arts hero pretending to speak in a hubei accent. The great attention to the acoustic details of dialect speech thus does not strictly follow the logic of mimesis, that is, the literal transcription of dialect speech onto the page in an attempt to represent reality. indeed, upon closer scrutiny the dialect of Magistrate Bao, 113-48. Since this essay is a work of scholarly inquiry, rather than a work of literary translation, i have created a set of conventions that may not always capture the spirit of dialect for an english speaker, but do give the reader a better sense of how accent is used in the original language. first, i follow the original text's inconsistent practice in terms of the word order of dialect accent and standard character. Second, even though the original text does not always offset the second character, i have consistently placed the translation of that character in parentheses and italics. Third, i mark dialect accent by "miswriting" words in the translation. fourth, words that are very colloquial, but not marked in the text as having a distinct accent, i have translated in a conspicuously "vulgar" manner, but i have not misspelled such words. even though there exist slight differences between the original 1879 juzhen tang edition and the later (1996) Zhonghua shuju edition, i will usually refer to the more easily accessible Zhonghua shuju edition, unless the differences are significant. in this case, the modern reprint (using modern punctuation to set off the dialect accent more clearly) mistakenly adds an accent in the first phrase. See, Shi yukun, Zhonglie xia'yi zhuan, chapter 111, 6a; Shi yukun, San xia wu yi, 2: 644.
